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Our Purpose is to 
accelerate Australia’s shift 
to affordable and reliable 
renewable energy.

The Australian Renewable Energy Agency 
(ARENA) is pushing down the costs of new 
renewable energy technologies and increasing 
competition from low-carbon sources in 
Australia. In five short years, ARENA’s grant 
funding has contributed to the creation of 18 
new grid-connected large scale solar farms 
across Australia - 12 of which were recently 
funded through a competitive process that is 
expected to result in almost 500MW of new 
generation. 

ARENA support has been required in the 
majority of Australian large scale solar plants 
to date and this expansion has driven costs 
down. Projects funded under ARENA’s recent 
Large Scale Solar (LSS) round will cost around 
$2 per watt of capacity, one third cheaper 
than AGL’s plants in Nyngan and Broken Hill, 
which cost $2.80 per watt in 2014 and were 
competitive at the time. In addition to reduced 
costs, the amount of ARENA funding required 
has reduced from $1.60 per watt in 2014 to 
$0.19 per watt in 2016. 

ARENA’s LSS projects hail from a diverse 
geographic spread across the Australian 
landscape, and the construction brings 
jobs and opportunities to regional areas 
as industry supply chains expand. Local 
manufacturing firms and businesses welcome 
the injection of employment opportunities and 
media coverage. The benefits to communities 
and regional businesses are interlocked with 
the benefits to the Australian public. 

As big Australian solar edges closer to price 
parity with wind power, it remains a prime 
instance of ARENA’s vision and purpose. 
Long-term thinking around reliability, security 
and sustainability are vital in the transition to 
low-carbon technology, and these aims are 
served well by a technology demonstrating 
decreasing costs, increased innovation and 
higher-quality knowledge sharing. 

Introduction
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ARENA is excited to work with the large scale 
solar PV projects that we fund to share data 
that will increase the price transparency of 
large scale solar as well as lessons learnt from 
construction and operation. Sharing data and 
knowledge can increase efficiency, reduce risk, 
and drive further cost reductions in large  
scale solar.

The grant ask for new solar plants has  
fallen from $1.60 per watt in 2014 to just  
19c per watt two years later. This trend means 
Australian utility scale solar projects are now 
being announced with no government grant 
support at all.

Cost reductions in big solar

Table 1 – Large Scale Solar (LSS) Program

Table 2 – Other large scale solar PV projects (grid connected)

Figure 1 – Government funding of large scale solar projects ($ per watt)

Project Size Developer EPC Debt ARENA 

$/W

ARENA $ Project 

Cost^

Kidston Solar Park 50MW Genex Power UGL CEFC and Societe 

Generale

$0.17/W $8.85m $126.0m

Longreach Solar Farm 15MW Canadian Solar RCR 

Tomlinson

BTMU and CEFC $0.09/W $1.30m $33.7m

Collinsville Solar Power 

Station

42.5MW RATCH UGL CEFC $0.22/W $9.50m $97.2m

Emu Downs Solar Farm 20MW APA UGL n/a $0.27/W $5.50m $44.4m

Whitsunday Solar Farm 57.5MW Edify Energy and 

Wircon

Bouygues CEFC, NordLB 

and CBA

$0.17/W $9.50m $123.5m

Griffith Solar Farm 30MW Neoen Bouygues CEFC $0.15/W $4.95m $62.2m

Oakey Solar Farm 25MW Canadian Solar RCR 

Tomlinson

BTMU and CEFC $0.09/W $2.16m $58.6m

Darling Downs Solar 

Farm

110MW Origin RCR 

Tomlinson

n/a $0.18/W $20.0m $194.8m

White Rock Solar Farm 20MW Goldwind 

Australia

UGL Agricultural Bank 

of China

$0.27/W $5.40m $41.0m

Dubbo Solar Hub 25MW Neoen Bouygues CEFC $0.20/W $4.50m $51.8m

Manildra Solar Farm 42.5MW First Solar (having 

purchased Project 

from Infigen)

RCR 

Tomlinson

Societe Generale $0.23/W $9.81m $113.4m

Parkes Solar Farm 55MW Neoen Bouygues CEFC $0.12/W $6.75m $114.0m

TOTAL $0.18/W $88.2m $1,060.6m

AGL Solar Project 
(Nyngan)

102MW AGL First Solar n/a $1.08/W* $167.0m* $439.0m*

AGL Solar Project 
(Broken Hill)

53MW AGL First Solar n/a *combined *combined *combined

Moree Solar Farm 56MW FRV Green Light 
Contracting

CEFC $1.82/W $102.0m $164.0m

Gullen Solar Farm 10MW Goldwind Decmil-
Balance

NAB (under 
existing facility)

$1.00/W $10.0m $26.0m

Normanton Solar 
Farm

5MW Scouller Energy 
and Canadian 
Solar 

Canadian 
Solar

n/a $1.60/W $8.0m $14.0m

Barcaldine Remote 
Community 

20MW Elecnor Elecnor CEFC $1.09/W $22.8m $69.0m

TOTAL $1.25/W $309.8m $712.0m

^ Total project costs including financing costs (use of funds)

2014 2015 SEPT 2016JUNE 2016

$1.60

$0.43

$0.28
$0.19
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A Kidston Solar Park, 50MW

B Longreach Solar Farm, 15MW

C Collinsville Solar Power Station, 42MW

D Emu Downs Solar Farm, 20MW

E Whitsunday Solar Farm, 57.5MW

F Griffith Solar Farm, 25MW

G Oakey Solar Farm, 25MW

H Darling Downs Solar Farm, 110MW

I White Rock Solar Farm, 20MW

J Dubbo Solar Hub, 24.2MW

K Manildra Solar Farm, 42.5MW
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N AGL Solar Project (Broken Hill), 53MW
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Large Scale Solar 

Portfolio
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ARENA provides public money to renewable 
energy projects. Knowledge that helps 
accelerate the shift to an affordable and 
reliable renewable energy future is the return 
we get on that investment. 

There are clear signs of increasing large 
scale solar market maturity, including the 
announcement of several large scale solar 
plants without a need for grant funding, and 
power purchase agreement prices around 
$80/MWh (below the current wholesale 
market average price). 

Despite this, Australia has only a handful of 
fully constructed and operational large scale 
solar farms. These means that there is a 
limited pool of projects from which developer, 
investors, financiers, and grid utilities can 
learn practical, on-the-ground lessons 
about the challenges and opportunities 
of constructing and operating large scale 
solar plants. It also means that there is 
a small pool of data from which industry 
players can establish benchmarks necessary 
to understand large scale solar plant 
performance under Australian conditions. 

ARENA will be sharing knowledge from the 
LSS competitive round projects on a range  
of topics, from construction techniques,  
solar forecasting and capital costs, to 
Operations and Maintenance (O&M)  
practices and grid impacts. 

ARENA will focus in particular on:

Why is Knowledge Sharing 
important?

Knowledge Sharing Priorities

Solar yield benchmarking 
ARENA will collect, analyse and publish 
key solar resource and electric output 
forecast modelling assumptions. ARENA 
will also collect, analyse and publish 
electric output and meteorological time 
series data from ARENA-funded large 
scale solar farms.

Grid connection cost, and grid 
characteristics at the point of connection 
ARENA will work with with Network 
Service Providers (NSPs), developers and 
inverter companies to facilitate the flow of 
lessons learnt and foster best practice in 
grid connection processes.

Network impacts and benefits 
ARENA will work collaboratively  
with developers and NSPs to identify, 
analyse and publish relevant project 
data on short-term network impacts. 
ARENA supports large scale solar 
projects and research to understand  
the opportunities for large scale solar  
to augment network stability.
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ARENA has worked closely with existing 
large scale solar projects to share knowledge 
through industry forums and public reports. 
You can find insights from AGL’s Nyngan and 
Broken Hill projects, FRV’s Moree Solar Farm, 
and insight from the EOI and full application 
phases of the LSS PV Competitive Round by 
searching on the ARENA Knowledge Bank: 
https://arena.gov.au/resources/ 

Further analysis of data from the full 
application phase of the LSS round can be 
found on the ARENA blog. 

ARENA will be working closely with  
Large Scale Solar competitive round projects 
to share knowledge over the coming years, 
as projects are constructed and commence 
operations. The following audiences in 
particular might find the knowledge we  
share useful:

• General public ARENA data and reporting 
will help you better understand large scale 
solar costs and impacts on the reliability of 
power supply. 

• Project developers, EPC and O&M 
contractors, equipment manufacturers 
and suppliers Lessons learnt reports and 
forums will help you better understand some 
of the unique construction and operation 
challenges associated with Australia’s 
regulatory and environmental conditions. 

• Financiers and investors Data from  
ARENA’s Large Scale Solar projects will 
increase transparency surrounding solar 
yield benchmarks and reduce revenue 
forecasting risk. 

Based on a requirement by Large Scale 
Solar competitive round projects to deliver 
data and knowledge from their projects to 
ARENA, ARENA will be developing a suite 
of knowledge sharing products including 
events, workshops, round tables, conference 
presentations, publications and so on. 

Examples of knowledge sharing products 
ARENA plans to host are shown below.

• Network service providers Data and 
knowledge sharing can help NSPs 
understand the approaches of other NSPs, 
coordinate common approaches to common 
network connection issues, and understand 
network impacts and benefits of large scale 
solar farms. 

• Regulators and government Data and 
knowledge sharing can help regulators and 
government better understand large scale 
solar costs, grid integration issues, and the 
influence of different market settings.

Implementation Audiences 

Figure 2 – Knowledge Sharing Products

WORKSHOPS &  
CLOSED FORUMS PUBLICATIONS DATA PRODUCTS

Workshop: Financing 
LSS projects

Lessons learned from 
financing LSS projects Paper: Lessons learned 

from application dataWorkshop: Improving 
the connection process

Lessons learned from 
connection processes

Workshop:  
Project risks

Lessons learned 
from environmental 

assessments

Workshop: Plant 
performance, 

network impacts, 
O&M, employment, 

community 
consultation

*Note the above knowledge sharing events and products have been planned 
based on projected access to lessons learned and data

Lessons learned from 
project risks

Continued 
publishing of 
papers based 
on analyses of 

generation data

Lessons learned from 
plant performance, 
O&M, employment, 

community 
consultation

ARENA will be working 
closely with Large Scale 
Solar competitive round 

projects to share knowledge 
over the coming years.
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